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Abstract-- In the electricity market, it is very important for 
Generation Companies (Gencos) to decide how tu sell energy 
among different transaction markets in order to maximize profits 
with relatively low risk. In this paper, two energv transaction 
markets are considered: spot markets and bilateral contract 
markets. An energy selling allocation approach with network 
congestion consideration is established based on modem portfolio 
theory. Analytical solution for the optimal allocation is derived 
with given bilateral contract prices and statistical characteristics 
of the spot market prices. The numerical simulation for energy 
selling allocation is demonstrated based on the actual data of the 
USA California power market. 
Index Terms- Electricity market, modem portfolio theory, 
trading decisions 
I. INTRODLICITON 
N the electricity market, the objective of risk-averse Gencos 
achieve this aim, before making bidding strategies to 
maximize profits, Genocs should decide how to allocate 
energy among different transaction markets, i.e., what we call 
trading decisions here. Generally, for Gencos, there are two 
approaches to trading energy in the electricity market: one is 
spot market: the other is bilateral contract market [I]. From 
risk management point of view, spot market is a risky trading 
approach because the energy spot price is fluctuating over 
time and the Gencos cannot confirm the revenue from the 
spot market when they make their trading decisions. By 
contraries, the energy price of bilateral contracts is 
determined a priori. Normally, when there is no congestion in 
the network, bilateral contract can be considered as a risk-free 
trading approach and therefore a useful instrument for Gencos 
to reduce the complete transaction risk. But when the 
transmission system is congested, whether the bilateral 
contract can be thought as a risk-free trading approach will 
depend on the specific congestion management method. 
In a zonal pricing system, there will he an only Market 
Clearing Price (MCP) in the spot market if no congestion 
I. IS to maximize profits with relatively low risk. In order to 
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occurs. When the transmission network is congested, MCP of 
the spot market will vary among locations or zones on the 
network. Prices are higher at locations that are import 
constrained and lower at locations that are export constrained. 
The difference between locational prices represents 
congestion charges that generators at low-priced locations pay 
to supply power to customers at high-priced locations. Since 
demand and transmission capacity availability both vary over 
time, the incidence of network congestion, the differences in 
locational prices, and congestion charges can also vary widely 
over time. Although several ISOs in the United States have 
created and allocated “Financial Transmission Rights - 
FIRS’” to market participants to hedge against the congestion 
risk [ 5 ] ,  it is difficult for Gencos to get requisite FIRS for 
their short-term (less than one year) bilateral contract 
transaction. Therefore, the corresponding bilateral contract 
transaction is risky. 
In this paper, we consider the scenario that Gencos should 
pay corresponding congestion charges if there is congestion in 
the transmission system and there are no any financial 
instrument for them to hedge the congestion risk. Under this 
scenario, local bilateral contract that is signed with local 
customers is still a risk-free trading approach, but non-local 
bilateral contract sighed with non-local customers should be 
considered as a risky trading approach due to the variable 
congestion charges. What we concern is what the optimal 
trading decisions will be for different bilateral contracts. 
Aiming at this question, this paper applies the portfolio theory 
[61 to energy allocation between risky spot market and risk- 
free/risky bilateral contract to maximize Gencos’ profits with 
relatively low risk. In what follows, Section I1 introduces the 
methodology to energy allocation with network congestion 
consideration. Io Section 111, numerical examples are given to 
demonstrate the described method. Finally, summary is 
presented in Section IV. 
’ Financial transmission rights are known by a variety of n m s .  In the 
Pennsylvania-New Jcrscy-Maryland Interconnection they are referred to as fixed 
transmission rights (FTRs): in the New York Power Pool. ar transmission 
congestion rights (TCCs). in Califamia, as firm transmission rights (FIRS). and 
in the New England Market, a financid conpstion rights (FCRs). Generally. 
FIRS can be defined as either (a) ‘Ylowgate” rights (FGRs), i.e.. path-based 
rights on specific network consoaints (like orientd network bnnches, 
transmission interfaces or flowgates. and nomograns) [2], 131, or (b) “point-to- 
pint’’ rights (PTP-Fl’Rs) for power transfers bewen network Ixations 141. 
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11. ENERGY ALLOCATION PROBLEM 
Suppose a Genco can sell electric energy through two 
markets: spot market, denoted E and bilateral contract market, 
denoted B. Suppose there is no market power, i.e., no 
participant's biding strategy can dominate the market price. 
Therefore the spot market prices can be considered as random 
variables with known statistical characteristics estimated or 
forecasted from the current and historical prices, which are 
generally public information. In the bilateral contract market, 
Gencos can write bilateral contracts with consumers at 
negotiated prices. This contract price can be considered as a 
non-random variable since it is deterministic. 
When there is congestion in the system, a Genco will pay 
corresponding congestion charge for its bilateral transaction. 
This congestion charge is the product of actually transmitted 
energy (MW) and zonal price difference between the 
consumer and the Genco (transmission losses are ignored). 
Suppose the Genco is located in Area U, a consumer is 
located in Area v. This Genco sign a bilateral contract with 
the consumer for specific trading amount at fixed contract 
prices with duration of n trading intervals (the trading time of 
each trading interval could be half an hour, an hour or 24 
hours depending on the specific contract). Revenue from the 
bilateral contract at the h a d i n g  interval is: 
R, = P i t [ a . j  -(A,; -4.4 (1) 
Where t is the trading time for each trading interval; pi is the 
trading amount at the i"-trading interval; &,i, and 5,; 
are bilateral contract price, Area U'S spot price and Area v's 
spot price of the i" trading interval respectively. Assuming the 
Genco has a quadratic cost-curve, i.e., 
c ( p , f , / 2 , ) = ( a + b p + c p 2 ) . t . R ,  , where c ( p , t , R , )  is the 
production cost for each trading interval; p (MW) is the 
output power of generators; a ,b , c  are fuel consumption 
coefficients (MBtdHour, MBtu/MW/Hour, MBtuiMW*/HourJ 
that depend on the generator's input-output characteristic; 
4 is the fuel price ($/MBtu). Here we assume the fuel price 
is certain during the contract period. 
A. Retum on the bilateral contract 
If the Genco allocate all of its energy in the bilateral 
contract, corresponding retum during the contract period is: 
2 R , - $ , ( P t . ' . 5 J  
2 c c  ( P z  , t ,  %., 1 (2) 
I=I 
rB = 
1=1 
For convenience, denote 
Taking the expectation, variance of this return: 
E ( 5  1 = K C P J  [ b,, - ( E  ) - E (A"., I,] - 1 
E. Retum on the spot market 
If the Genco sell all the energy in the spot market, during 
the contract period, corresponding return is: 
' Pi .f - c c j  ( P , J J F . i )  
( 5 )  
- ;=I ;=I 
E -  2 c j  ( P J 9 % . j )  
i i l  
Taking the expectation and variance of this return: 
E(rE ) = K . C p i  . t . E ( &  ) - I  
+ 2 K 2  c c P,P;f2Cov (A.<, 4 1 
( 6 )  
(7) 
var(r , )  = K 2 C ( p i t ) 2  .var(Au,;) 
j< j 
C. Risky portfolio of one bilateral contruct and the spot 
market 
Suppose each trading interval has the same energy 
allocation ratio, i.e., wBpi is allocated to the bilateral contract 
and wEpj  is trading through the spot market. Where w, is the 
proportion of energy allocated to the bilateral contract; wE is 
the percent of energy sold in the spot market ( w8 + w, = 1 ). 
Then retum on this risky portfolio, denoted p. is rp where 
rp = wsre + wErE (8) 
(9) 
= w 8 a r ( r B )  + w3'ar(rE) + 2wBwFa(rB  )P,~, ,~ (10) 
Corresponding expectation, variance and standard deviation 
are: 
E (r ,  1 = WEE ( 5  1 + W E E  ('E ) 
vur(  rp ) = wivar(  r, ) + wfvar( rE ) + 2w,w,Cov( rB,rE ) 
!4 o( rp ) = [ w;vur(r, ) + wivar ( rE ).+ ZW,W,COV( r8, rE )] 
= [wivur(r ,  + w;var(rE ) + 2w,w,o(r, a(rE p,e,,E 1% ( I  I )  
Where p,,,,, is the correlation coefficient between rB and rE . 
111. EXAMPLE AND DISCUSSION 
(12) 
From formula (9) and ( I I ) ,  we can see that the expected 
return of this risky portfolio is the weighted average of those 
two trading approaches' expected returns. But this is not true 
of the standard deviation. Potential benefits from 
diversification arise when correlation is less than perfectly 
positive. Here the question is how to decide the values of wg 
and wE to maximize portfolio expected return ( E ( + ) )  with 
relatively low risk ( V a r ( r p )  or o ( r , ) ) .  For all the feasible 
pairs of allocation proportions wB and wE , we can calculate 
all the combination of portfolio expected retum and standard 
deviation. Those E ( rp ) -a( rp ) pairs form a portfolio 
opportunity set. 
Choosing an optimal portfolio from this opportunity set 
will depend on decision-maker's risk aversion. Less risk- 
averse decision-maker will choose the portfolio with higher 
expected return and higher risk. More risk-averse Genco 
would select the portfolio with lower expected retum and 
lower risk. Those choices can he described with a Utility 
function, U = E ( rp ) - 0 S A .  Vur( r, ) , where A is an index of 
the individual's risk aversion (the moderate risk-aversion 
parameter is A=3) 161. Obviously, more risk-averse Genco 
will assign a higher value to A (greater than 3) and less risk- 
averse Genco would select lower value for A (less than 3). 
Therefore, maximizing expected return with relatively low 
risk can be achieved by maximizing the Utility function, i.e., 
Y ('3) 
Max U =E(rP)-0 .5A.Vur(r , )  
SI. W E  + W8 = 1 (14) 
(15) 
Forming a Lagrange function: 
@ = E (  rp ) -OSAVar( rp )+.U( M> + wE - 1) 
aa a@ a4 Let - = 0 ,  -= 0 and -= 0 ,  optimal wE and wB are 
aw, awB 3.U 
obtained as follows: 
. E ( rE ) - E ( rB ) + AVar( r, ) - ACov (r, , r, ) 
WE = A V u (  rs ) + AVar( rE ) - 2ACov ( rB, rE ) (16) 
There is a Genco located in Area 1. Corresponding unit 
characteristics are showed in table 1. There are three 
consumers located in Area 1, 2 and 3 respectively. The Genco 
would like to sell pan of its energy though the hilateral 
contract market and trade residual energy in the spot market. 
The bilateral contract signed with Area 1's consumer is 
defined as contract 1; with Area 2's consumer, as contract 2 
and with Area 3's consumer, as contract 3. The portfolio that 
consists of contract 1 and the spot market is defined as 
portfolio 1. Similarly, portfolio 2 includes contract 2 and the 
spot market; contract 3 and the spot market form portfolio 3. 
Suppose the bilateral contract's duration is one month, and 
the trading interval is one day, i.e., t = 24 hours. 
Following numerical simulation of energy allocation is 
performed based on the actual data of the US. California 
electricity market for the month May [7]. Daily spot price of 
Area I (ZP26), Area 2 (SP15) and Area 3 ("15) are showed 
in Fig. 2, 3 and 4 respectively. Based on the historical data, 
the statistical characteristics of the price of these three Areas 
could he calculated as: 
E( A, ) = 60.156 $I MWh , o( A, ) = 38.684 $I MWh (64.31%) ; 
E (  4 ) = 64.146 $I MWh , a( 4 ) = 42.692 $I MWh (66.55%) 
and E(a)=62.4$IMWh , a(a)=39.3$IMWh(62.99%).  
. Besides, we can calculate the price difference between Area 2 
and Area 1 (Average price: 3.9899 Average Std.: 17.0536 
(427.4150%)) and the price difference between Area 3 and 
Area 1 (Average price: 2.23 Average Std.: 8.2619 
(370.4829%)) that are showed in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 respectively. 
Suppose the Genco's total capacity is available for each 
trading interval, i.e., p, =250MW. Fuel price is same for 
each trading interval and let &,, = 3.0$/MBtu. Assuming the 
Genco is moderate risk-averse, i.e., A = 3. Suppose that each 
trading interval's prices are independent each other, i.e., 
Cov(&,A,,)=O ( i  # j ,  * stands for I or 2 or 3). 
TABLE 1 UNICCHARACERLSTICS 
P I  a I b I c 
. E (r, ) - E (  rr ) + AVur (r, ) - ACov ( rB , rE ) 
A Vur( r, ) + AVur( rE ) - ZACov ( rs , rE ) ws = (17) 
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Fig. 2. Daily spol price of Area I (m6) in May 
Fig. 3. Daily spa price of Area 2 (SPIS) in May 
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Fig. 5 .  Daily spot price difference between Area 1 and Area 2 
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Fig 6 Daly  spot pnce difference between Area 1 and Area 3 
A. Uniform contract price 
Suppose contract 1 ,  2 and 3 have the same contract price 
for each trading interval. Based on (3), (41, (6), (7), (9), (1 I), 
(121, (13), (16) and (17) simulation results are showed in table 
L. 
TABLE 2
Above simulation results indicate that: 
(a) For all the portfolios, wi , the optimal proportion to be 
allocated to the bilateral contract, is increasing with the 
increase of bilateral contract price. 
(b) For different portfolio that consists of different bilateral 
contract (i.e., contract 1 or 2 or 3), same Genco would make 
different trading decisions. Generally, Genco will allocate 
more energy to the bilateral contract that is signed with local- 
consumers and can be considered as a risk-free trading 
approach (e.g. portfolio 1) compared with the situation that 
the bilateral contract is signed with non-local consumers and 
considered as risky trading approach (e.g. portfolio 2 and 3). 
(c) When these three portfolios have the same bilateral 
contract price, the Genco prefer portfolio 1 because it has the 
highest utility value. That is, the Genco prefer to write 
bilateral contract with local consumers. 
Discussion: 
Actually, in this example, non-local area's customers may 
give a higher contract price than local consumers because 
expected spot price of the non-local area is higher than that of 
local area. Those non-local bilateral contracts will dominate 
the local bilateral contracts only when their contract price is 
higher enough than that of the local bilateral contracts. Next, 
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we'll discuss the break-even price6 for non-local bilateral 
contract given the price of local bilateral contract. 
Local bilateral 
contract price 
58 
C" 
B. Break-even price for non-local bilateral contract 
Break-wen price far non-lacal bilateral contract 
62.4 60.36 
<, c I * I  1.1 
Contract 2 I contra0 3 
The objective of the Genco is to find the portfolio that has 
the maximum Utility value. Therefore for the non-local 
bilateral contract, the break-even price is the price with which 
the corresponding portfolio's maximized utility value equals 
to the given value that is the maximized utility value of a 
portfolio consisting of local bilateral contracts. In this 
example, if the price of local bilateral contract (i.e. contract 1) 
is 58 or 59, break-even prices of non-local contracts (i.e. 
contract 2 and 3) are shown in table 3. Obviously, for the 
same utility value that makes the local bilateral contract and 
non-local bilateral contract indifferent, non-local consumers 
who are located in energy import areas should pay more than 
the local bilateral consumers who are located in the energy 
export areas due to congestion charges. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
This paper applies the modern portfolio theory to energy 
allocation between risky spot market and risk-freehisky 
bilateral contracts without FIRS. Based on that, analysis and 
numerical simulation results show that Gencos prefer to sign 
contract with local-consumers except that non-local 
consumers would pay a price higher than the break-even price 
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